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I travelled to rural Pennsylvania for a conference on stand-up comedy. No joke. It was well worth the trip. 
The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy at Bucknell University was among the best conferences I 
have attended and a vivid reminder of the privileges afforded by graduate studies. The conference 
organization was impeccable, the organizers were helpful and courteous, and the program was varied and 
interesting. (Not to mention the free drinks and entertainment in the evening, with performances of Paula 
Poundstone, Hari Kondabolu and Camille Harris as absolute highlights.) The three-day conference was 
attended by an international mix postgraduates, early career researchers, and academics in more advanced 
stages of their career. The Conference Chair, Sheila Lintott, informed me that over 125 scholars, working 
in more than twenty different disciplines (in particular philosophy and English), attended the event. Most 
academic attendees had a theoretical interest in comedy, although some combined research and practice, 
which many were keen to display at a very successful open mic event. Alongside academics, the 
conference also invited critics, authors and practitioners to deliver talks and workshops. Perhaps more 
than anything else, the opportunity to exchange thoughts with people from so many backgrounds really 
made the trip to Lewisburg, PA worthwhile. 

In this review, I will focus specifically on the significance of this conference on stand-up comedy 
to the field of aesthetics. Co-sponsored by the American Society of Aesthetics (alongside the American 
Philosophical Association and Bucknell University) and prominently featuring the discipline’s name in its 
title, The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy had a more explicit link to philosophy of art than 
any I had previously attended. I was therefore particularly interested to establish how the focus on 
aesthetics distinguished this conference from other scholarly events on comedy. Further, I was intrigued 
to gauge what the ASA’s support of this event signalled about the evolution and future of aesthetics. 
Finally, I wanted to address the relevance of art-philosophical research into comedy beyond the 
specialised field of aesthetics. In order to address these questions, I decided to complement my own 
thoughts with a mix of more experienced voices also attending the conference as keynote and invited 
speakers. Specifically, I spoke with aestheticians Noël Carroll and Eva Dadlez about stand-up comedy 
and its significance to philosophy of art. Further, I also had conversations with Oliver Double, a stand-up 
practitioner and a Reader in Drama, as well as Jason Zinoman, a comedy critic for The New York Times, 
about the relevance of art-philosophical research into comedy to those outside the field of aesthetics.  

Noël Carroll delivered a spirited keynote talk on comic timing which itself highlighted that 
excellent philosophy and comic entertainment need not be oxymoronic. At the beginning of his talk, 
Carroll welcomed The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy conference by adapting Hegel’s saying 
about the owl of Minerva, which spreads its wings only with the falling of the dusk. While philosophers 
have attended to humour since the beginnings of the discipline, careful attention to its manifestations in 
popular culture, like stand-up comedy, have nonetheless arrived relatively late in the history of 
philosophy. Carroll further situated this relatively new attention to stand-up comedy in the context of 
recent developments in aesthetics specifically, which has now truly abandoned an exclusive focus on fine 
art to include areas of popular culture and everyday life such as video games, comics, pornography, 
fashion, sports, food and body aesthetics. These developments were hailed by Carroll as indicative of a 
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great energy and drive in the current field of aesthetics. Although relatively late in the day, historically 
speaking, Carroll understood the organization of this conference as a signal of exciting times ahead for 
philosophy and, specifically, aesthetics. 

At the same time, however, this conference also highlighted the real challenge currently faced by 
aesthetics in legitimizing itself and its topics within the larger discipline of philosophy. What Carroll 
referred to as the superego of the field was certainly still a looming presence at The Ethics and Aesthetics 
of Stand-Up Comedy. Specifically, a lot of attention at this conference was devoted to the ethics rather 
than the aesthetics of stand-up comedy, and it seemed that many philosophers attending did not primarily 
work in aesthetics, instead considering aesthetics research and teaching as a secondary professional focus. 
While Carroll explained that an event like The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy paves the way 
for important research by future generations of aestheticians, it similarly accentuates the challenge faced 
by aesthetics today in legitimising its importance and significance in the philosophical landscape and the 
wider world.  

Exactly the importance and significance of art-philosophical research into comedy was a key 
theme of Eva Dadlez’s stimulating invited talk on comedy and tragedy as two sides of the same coin. 
Putting comedy and tragedy on equal footing, Dadlez’s talk reminded me of the way in which early film 
scholars legitimised their field by highlighting that film was at least as significant, if not more so, than the 
venerable medium of literature. I further understood Dadlez’s talk as developing an important message of 
her (2011), in which she urged philosophers and aestheticians to carefully attend to the moral and political 
significance of satirical comedy. In this regard, the financial support of both the ASA and APA to The 
Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy signals that Dadlez’s directive has increasingly been heeded 
in the field. Nevertheless, over lunch and drinks during the conference, I still picked up stories from 
faculty and graduate students in philosophy who had been discouraged of actively developing a research 
or teaching interest in comedy or only dared to pursue it after they had obtained tenure. Since the field’s 
superego often remains to distrust ‘aesthetic frivolities’ such as stand-up comedy, legitimising efforts of 
philosophers like Dadlez are invaluable to secure future research. 

Jonathan Neufeld introduces speaker Eva Dadlez.  Image courtesy of Shelia Lintott. 
 

Dadlez also discussed the political dimension of comedy and satire. As she remarked, many of 
the presentations and discussions at the conference directly or indirectly investigated the responsibilities 
of comedy and satire after the election of Donald Trump as American President. These political and social 
issues were a central concern of many conference participants. In general, the political value of comedy 
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and satire has, since the turn of the millennium, received considerable scholarly attention in disciplines 
such as film, television, media and communication studies. Nevertheless, these discussions have 
generated little conclusive evidence about the social and political value of satire and much investigation 
remains to be done. For this reason, it is a positive signal that these issues were prominently addressed at 
The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy. As Dadlez already suggested in 2011, philosophy and 
aesthetics should carefully investigate the social and political value of comedy and satire. Doing so, 
philosophers and aestheticians not only stand to enrich their own discipline, but also contribute to 
ongoing interdisciplinary discussions.  

The interdisciplinary contributions of aesthetics was also the main topic of my conversation with 
Oliver Double, keynote speaker at The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy and my colleague at 
the University of Kent. Double is currently Reader in Drama and a former professional comedian on the 
British comedy circuit. His keynote address investigated how stand-up comedy is created and performed 
through an introduction of various materials from the British Stand-Up Comedy Archive at Kent. Since 
Double’s work is strongly informed by his rich understanding of stand-up comedy from a performer’s 
perspective, as exemplified in his Getting the Joke (2014), I asked him the vexed question whether 
aesthetics was for stand-up comedians as ornithology for the birds. Double’s response did attenuate my 
anxieties about the irrelevance of aesthetics to the practical world of stand-up comedy. Nevertheless, he 
stressed that a dialogue would be impossible if, like ornithologists, aestheticians would unilaterally 
impose their ideas without doing justice to the viewpoints of their subjects. This warning did not strike 
me as idle. I have previously attended interdisciplinary events where scholars and artists engaged in 
fruitful discussions, except for the aestheticians, who annoyed everybody by cultivating what was 
perceived as academic exercises of no interest to anyone but other philosophers. Without generalising 
from anecdotal evidence, since successful interdisciplinary exchanges no doubt occur, I do think it is an 
important challenge of contemporary aesthetics to develop and sustain meaningful dialogues with artists 
and art-interested scholars from other disciplinary backgrounds.  

Oliver Double delivering his keynote address. Image courtesy of Sheila Lintott. 
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During our conversation, Double stressed the relevance of aesthetics to practitioners and 
audiences of stand-up comedy, as long as a common language can be found. In this respect, he anticipated 
some communicative difficulties due to philosophical jargon at the conference, but ultimately enjoyed the 
ease of expression and clarity of thought showcased by many philosophers. Perhaps, for whatever 
reasons, preconceptions about the esoteric inaccessibility of philosophical disciplines like aesthetics 
remain common in other art-interested fields, which is why fora like The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-
Up Comedy play a crucial role in stimulating interdisciplinary connections and debate. Double also 
mentioned that research in aesthetics is of particular value to practitioners when it introduces relatable 
ideas. He specifically highlighted Noël Carroll’s version of the incongruity theory in A Very Short 
Introduction to Humour (2014). Double explained that he has used philosophical ideas about the 
incongruity theory to develop a workshop exercise in which two people each say a random thing and a 
third one looks for a humorous connection. In this regard, Double argued that conceptual understanding 
can stimulate creativity and praised philosophers for being able to take a step back from comic practice 
and introduce greater conceptual clarity through theoretical reflection. This compliment will no doubt 
please aestheticians in the analytic tradition, who actively pursue clarity of thought and simplicity in 
expression. It is reassuring to hear that these qualities of philosophical aesthetics can be valuable to other 
art-interested disciplines. For this reason, meetings like The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy 
are crucial to overcome pre-existing misconceptions that may prevent interdisciplinary exchange from 
taking place.  

 

 
Jason Zinoman displays a copy of Frege’s Foundations of Arithmetic during his keynote address.   

Image courtesy of Sheila Lintott. 
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The relevance of aesthetics to the world of comedy and the need for fora to allow mutual 
exchange was also the topic of my conversation with Jason Zinoman, a comedy critic at The New York 
Times. Zinoman started his keynote address about the value of authenticity in modern stand-up comedy 
with a canny captatio benevolentiae. In a room filled with mostly philosophers, he admitted to having 
pursued philosophy at university, before giving up on Frege, Russell and Wittgenstein to settle for what 
he identified as an easier major. Although this rhetorical strategy no doubt made the room feel pretty 
satisfied, I was disconcerted by how his remark signalled that philosophy is often perceived as an arcane 
exercise. Zinoman’s remark seemed all the more troubling because, when he started to investigate the 
issue of authenticity in modern stand-up comedy, his argument reminded me of the best work in 
philosophical aesthetics. Zinoman challenged the popular conception that the aesthetic value of stand-up 
comedy is correlational to its authenticity by making a case for the aesthetic value of artifice. His talk 
struck me as directly relevant to issues of interest to aestheticians. Thus, there was really more overlap 
between Zinoman’s journalistic expertise and philosophical aesthetics than his introduction led to assume. 
For this reason, I thought it interesting to ask him how aesthetics and journalism about stand-up comedy 
could complement each other.  

Zinoman explained he had found most exchanges with philosophers and scholars at The Ethics 
and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy stimulating, but also indicated that such opportunities for exchange 
were rather rare. As a case in point, he related how his earlier encounters with philosophical aesthetics 
had occurred mostly by chance. Concretely, when writing a book on modern horror in 2011, Zinoman 
stumbled on Noël Carroll’s The Philosophy of Horror, or Paradoxes of the Heart (1990), which he 
experienced as a surprising and revelatory new approach that opened up his horizons on the subject. 
According to Zinoman, good research in aesthetics can make a valuable contribution to journalistic and 
art-critical practice when it combines the academic prerogative of theoretical reflection with direct 
relevance to issues that matter to non-academic audiences. While journalistic work benefits from 
extensive fieldwork and the need for topical impact, aestheticians have the advantage of standing back 
and reflecting on under-acknowledged connections between the practice of stand-up comedy and 
specialized theoretical frameworks. At the same time, Zinoman did add that aestheticians would do well 
to avoid esoteric discussions that strike ordinary fans as off-topic. What struck me most during my 
conversation with Zinoman is that while valuable interchanges between journalists and aestheticians can 
and do occur, there is currently no real framework to facilitate such a dialogue on a regular basis. For this 
reason, the ASA’s support of events like The Ethics and Aesthetics of Stand-Up Comedy, as well as the 
popular blog Aesthetics For Birds, should be lauded as important developments supporting ongoing 
discussion between aestheticians and the rest of the art-interested world.   
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